Abstract-Deploying fixed relay stations (RSs) in traditional mobile cellular networks is widely recognized as a promising technology to improve cell coverage, user throughput, and system capacity, to save the transmit power of a mobile station (MS) in the uplink, and to provide a low-cost deployment for coverage extension. One crucial step toward developing such a relay-assisted cellular network is to fully evaluate its performance from both theoretical and practical viewpoints. In the literature, however, the system has only been evaluated for very limited system configurations: with a fixed number of RSs and locations and/or a fixed frequency-reuse pattern. This paper aims to investigate the downlink performance limits of a general relay-assisted network with optimized system parameters in a multicell environment. A genetic algorithm (GA) is proposed for the joint optimization of system parameters, including the number of RSs and their locations, frequency-reuse pattern, path selection, and resource allocation to maximize the system spectral efficiency (SE). Two types of quality of end-user experience (QoE), i.e., 1) fixedbandwidth allocation (FBA) and 2) fixed-throughput allocation (FTA), are investigated along with two path-selection methods, i.e., 1) SE based and 2) signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) based. Numerical results show that significant improvement on system performance can be achieved with the optimized system parameters.
of a mobile station (MS) in the uplink [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . In addition, the relay-assisted cellular architecture allows a flexible and fast network rollout, which is particularly important at the initial stage of system deployment, where an extensive deployment of base stations (BSs) may not be economically viable [1] , [3] [4] [5] . Very recently, the first commercial relay-assisted network has been standardized by the IEEE 80216j Task Group, aiming to improve the performance of IEEE 802.16e wireless mobile broadband networks [6] .
One crucial step in developing a relay-assisted cellular network is to fully evaluate its performance from both theoretical and practical viewpoints. It has been a topic of extensive research in both academia and industry [2] , [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In [2] , a relay-assisted network was investigated in a multicell environment with six RSs in a cell, where a frequency-reuse scheme over the relaying links was proposed to improve the system spectral efficiency (SE). In [7] , the uplink performance of a relay-assisted code-division multiple-access network was analyzed in a single-cell environment in which six RSs are deployed at fixed locations to improve system performance. Pole capacity and coverage were evaluated for different frequency allocations. In [8] , the issues of RS positioning and spectrum partitioning were investigated with RSs located on the lines connecting BS and the six vertices of a hexagonal cell. Again, they considered the case of six RSs in a cell. The RSs' positions are optimized (along the line) to maximize the user throughput at cell boundary. In [9] , the performance of a relay-assisted orthogonal frequency-division multiple-access network was evaluated for the specific setup of three RSs in a cell with and without intracell resource reuse; numerical results showed that the relay-assisted network significantly outperforms the conventional cellular network with respect to system capacity and coverage. Very recently, the IEEE 802.16j multihop relay network was evaluated in [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] ; in particular, the uplink capacity was simulated with two RSs in a sector in [10] , and the downlink capacity was simulated in [11] with one RS or three RSs in a sector for different modes of RS operations, including the transparent and nontransparent RSs with centralized or distributed scheduling. In [12] , the deployment of RSs for coverage extension was investigated, and in [13] and [14] , the issue of placement of BSs and RSs was considered with [13] focusing on the coverage extension application and [14] on the downlink performance with different number of RSs and cell radii. Finally, in [15] , the optimal placement of RS and the time allocation were studied for the system employing one RS in a cell with uneven traffic distribution. So far, as previously discussed, the performance evaluation and optimization of relay-assisted cellular networks have been limited to very specific system configurations: with a fixed number and location of RSs and/or using fixed reuse patterns. In this paper, our aim is to investigate the downlink optimization and performance limits of a general relay-assisted network in a multicell environment from an information-theoretic point of view. Two types of quality of end-user experience (QoE), i.e., 1) fixed-bandwidth allocation (FBA) and 2) fixed-throughput allocation (FTA), are investigated along with two path selection methods, i.e., SE based and signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) based. A genetic algorithm (GA) is proposed for the joint optimization of the system parameters, including RS's positions, reuse pattern, path selection, and resource allocation among different links to maximize the system SE. The theoretical performance serves as a benchmark. For more practical relay-assisted cellular networks, the effects of modulation and coding schemes and signaling overhead that enables the RSs' operation need to be taken into considerations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the system models, including multicell architecture, RS operation modes, propagation models, power setting criteria, path-selection methods, and reuse patterns. Section III proposes the joint optimization based on GA for different system configurations. Section IV gives the numerical results, and this paper is concluded in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODELS
We investigate a multicell network that consists of BSs, fixed RSs, and MSs. Fig. 1 shows such an example, where RSs are deployed in sectors of a sectorized network to improve the system performance. The cell architecture is described by a three-tuple (K cluster , K sector , K band ), where K cluster , K sector , and K band are the size of the cluster, the number of sectors in a cell, and the number of frequency bands used in the sectors of a cell, respectively. For example, the cell architecture in Fig. 1 is described by (3, 3, 3 ). An area of K cochannel cells will be regarded as the design area in which RSs are deployed for performance enhancement. The BSs of these cells are designated as B i , i = 1, . . . , K. Fig. 2(a) shows a more detailed layout of a cell, for example, ith cell, with no sectorization. The BS is located at the center of the cell, D is the cell radius, N i RSs are deployed to improve the cell performance, r i,j is the position vector of the jth RS (which is denoted by R i,j ), and m is the MS's position vector. The MSs are assumed to be uniformly distributed over the cell region Ω i . The number of RSs can be different from cell to cell in its most general case.
The RSs operate in the in-band decode-and-forward mode, which means that the RSs decode the received signal first and then forward it to MS using the same radio technology as the BS in the same frequency band. An MS can communicate with the BS either through the direct path or the two-hop path (via an RS) that constitutes the BS-RS and RS-MS links. Twohop relaying is considered as the most common scenario in practical applications because of the excessive delay incurred in more than two-hop relaying. Fig. 2(b) shows an example of the radio resource allocation, where orthogonal radio resources are allocated to the direct and two-hop paths, respectively. The radio resource for the two-hop path is further divided into two parts: one for the BS-RS link and the other for the RS-MS link. With this type of resource allocation, RSs are not required to transmit and receive at the same time (half-duplex relaying).
A. Propagation Models
The path and shadowing losses are separately treated from small-scale fading. For the path loss, the line-of-sight (LOS) and nonline-of-sight (NLOS) models for the suburban macrocell environment in [16] are adopted, that is
where d is the separation (in meters) between transmitter and receiver. The LOS model is used for the BS-RS link because RSs are often mounted over the rooftops, whereas the NLOS model is for the BS-MS and RS-MS links. In addition, the NLOS model is used for the calculation of multiple access interference (MAI). For shadowing loss, a simplified model given in (3) is mainly adopted for verifying the effectiveness of the proposed method in a shadowed environment. Some other shadowing models can be used as well, e.g.,
In particular, the shadowed environment in Fig. 3 , which consists of four obstacles, will be used in Section IV for numerical results. In this setup, an MS is said to be in a shadowed area if the LOS between BS (RS) and MS is blocked by an obstacle. No shadowing loss is imposed on the BS-RS link. 
B. Antenna Configurations
RS and MS are equipped with one omnidirectional antenna, respectively, whereas both omnidirectional and sectored antenna configurations are investigated for BSs. For the sectored antenna, the antenna pattern proposed in [17] is adopted, which is
where −180
• is the angle between the direction of interest and the bearing direction of the antenna, θ 3 dB = 70
• is the 3-dB beamwidth, and A m = 20 is the maximum attenuation.
C. Power Setting of BS and RS
A prespecified SE for users at the cell boundary is used to set up the transmitted power of a BS and its subordinate RSs. Let S = f (SINR) (in bits per second per hertz) denote the link SE as a function of average SINR, which is defined by
where p t is the transmit power spectral density (PSD), g t and g r are the transmit and receive antenna gains, respectively,
is the composite effect of the path and shadowing losses in linear scale, h is a complex channel gain due to small-scale fading, E[·] denotes the expectation operation, and N 0 and I 0 are the PSDs of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and MAI, respectively.
For AWGN channels
where h is a constant in (5). For fading channels, on the other hand, f (SINR) may not assume a close form as in (6) and needs to numerically be evaluated, depending on the considered fading characteristics and whether the channel-state information is available at the transmitter [18] . In any case, for a specific SE S, the required SINR can be found by SINR = f −1 (S). Letting S edge be the targeted SE for an MS at the cell boundary, the transmit PSD of the BS is then set as
in watts per hertz (7) where SINR edge = f −1 (S edge ). Likewise, the transmit PSD of R i,j is set as
in watts per hertz (8) where r i,j denotes the Euclidean distance of the position vector r i,j . Note that with the power settings in (7) and (8), the coverage of RSs is entirely within that of the BS. In this setup, RSs are mainly used to improve system capacity, user throughput, and removal of coverage holes due to shadowing rather than for coverage extension, where RSs are deployed at the cell boundary to cover areas that are originally not covered by the BS.
D. Path Selection
Path selection is a procedure to determine whether a direct path or a two-hop path is to be chosen by a BS to communicate with an MS. Two types of path selection will be investigated: SINR based and SE based. For the SINR-based path selection, the direct path is se-
otherwise, the two-hop path through R i,k is selected, where SINR B i →M ( m) and SINR R i,j →M ( m) are the received SINRs over the B i -MS and R i,j -MS links, respectively, and
is the effective SE of the B i − R i,j -MS link [19] , and
E. Frequency Reuse Over RS-MS Links
In addition to frequency reuse in cochannel cells, the frequency band for the RS-MS links in a cell can be reused as well, thanks to the spatial separation between RSs. To exploit this advantage, RSs in a cell are divided into L reuse groups, where L ≤ N i , i = 1, . . . , K, and each group shares the same radio resource. In addition, the reuse pattern can be specified by the set G i .
where |G i,l | is the cardinality of the set G i,l . The number of reuse groups is the same for all cochannel cells in this paper, and some reuse groups in a particular cell may be empty, that is, it contains no RSs in its most general case.
III. OPTIMIZATION OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS
In this section, the RSs' position and the frequency-reuse pattern are jointly optimized over the design area Ω . = K i=1 Ω i to maximize the system SE under different QoE criteria and path-selection methods.
A. Objective Function
Let T Ω and W Ω be the aggregate throughput and the total allocated bandwidth over the design area Ω, respectively. The system SE S Ω is then defined by
Our objective is to search for the optimal set of RSs' positions Υ . = { r i,j } and the reuse pattern G .
Two types of QoE criteria will be investigated along with two path selection methods (given in Section II-D). One is the FBA, where a fixed amount of bandwidth is allocated to MSs in the cell, and the other is the FTA, where a fixed throughput (data rate) is supported no matter where the MS is located (uniform data rate coverage). FBA and FTA represent two extremes of the QoE criteria, and the real system may lie between these two.
1) FBA:
In FBA, a fixed bandwidth per unit area w t (in hertz per unit area) is allocated to an MS. Therefore,
is the bandwidth allocated to the B i → R i,j link, and w R i,j →M ( m) is the bandwidth allocated to the R i,j → MS link, respectively. Furthermore, the total allocated bandwidth over Ω is calculated by
where
are the aggregated bandwidths allocated to the B → MS, B → R, and R → MS links, respectively. In (12)- (14) W
where Ω B i and Ω R i,j are the coverage areas of B i and R i,j , respectively. Note that given Υ and the path selection method, the coverage areas of Ω B i and Ω R i,j are determined under the power settings in (7) and (8) . In addition, in (11), we have used the fact that the cochannel regions are allocated with the same bandwidth, and thus, the maximum bandwidth required among the cochannel regions is used in the calculation of the total bandwidth.
Recall that
respectively. Using these notations, the throughputs per unit area supported for those links are given by
In addition, the effective throughput
provides the highest spectrum efficiency. Thus
Using (18)- (23), the aggregate throughput (in bits per second) can be calculated as
2) FTA: In FTA, a targeted throughput per unit area t t (in bits per second per unit area) is supported for an MS, no matter where it is located. To achieve this, the bandwidth allocation for the direct path is
For the two-hop path via R i,j , from Lemma 2 in the Appendix, the best bandwidth allocation is to make
By substituting (27)- (29) into (15)- (17), respectively, the aggregate bandwidth can be calculated as in (11) . Furthermore, in this case, we have Note that W B→M , W B→R , and W R→M in (12)- (14) are derived under the assumption of a fully loaded system, that is, there is one user per unit area. A practical radio-resource allocation, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) , can subsequently be done, depending on how many users are to be supported in a cell. Let W req be the bandwidth required to support a total of N user users in a cell. For FBA, W req = N user · W t , where W t (in hertz) is the bandwidth allocated an MS, whereas for FTA, W req = N user · T t /S Ω , where T t (in bits per second) is the target throughput for an MS. Then, the bandwidth for the B → MS, B → R, and R → MS links can, respectively, be allocated as
B. Optimization Algorithm
It is easy to see from (10) that S Ω is a highly nonlinear function of Υ and G, given a QoE criterion and a path-selection method, and generally, an analytic close-form solution is not available. In this section, a GA-based optimization algorithm is devised to solve the optimization problem.
GA is an evolutionary algorithm invented by Holland in the 1970s, apparently inspired by Darwin's theory of natural evolution, and has widely been recognized as a powerful technique to find exact or approximate solutions to a wide range of optimization and search problems. The general operation of GAs is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Assume that the parameters of the targeted objective function can be encoded as genes and that the set of genes consists of a chromosome that is a candidate solution to the objective function. Initially, GA is started with a random generation of a set of chromosomes called population. Each chromosome will be evaluated against the objective function. Then, a survivor selection criterion is applied to select better-fitness chromosomes for evolution if the best chromosome so far is considered not satisfying. The evolution operations include mate selection, crossover, and mutation. Mate selection picks chromosome mates (parents) from the survivors. Crossover (recombination) is then carried out over the selected mates to reproduce new offspring who inherits partial genes from its parents. Mutation is an operation performed to produce a few offspring where some genes may be altered. The evolution process repeats from one generation to another until some condition (for example, number of iterations or improvement of the best solution) is met.
GA has successfully been applied to a wide range of optimization problems that involve a large number of variables [21] [22] [23] [24] . In our problem, the GA-based approach is particularly useful when the total number of RSs is large, where optimization based on an exhaustive search is quite inefficient.
1) Proposed GA: In this section, a more detailed description on the proposed GA is provided.
1) Chromosome representation: The Cartesian coordinate
and the reuse group of R i,j ( r i,j , G i,l ) are encoded as a gene, and the set of RSs' positions and the corresponding reuse pattern (Υ, G) are a chromosome. In our formulation, the cell region is discretized into grids with r i,j located at the grid intersection points. 2) Initial population: In the beginning, N pop chromosomes are randomly generated and used as the population size involved in evolution at each generation. Each randomly generated coordinate is rounded into the nearest gridintersection point. 3) Fitness evaluation: Each chromosome is evaluated against the objective function in (10) under different QoE criteria, path-selection methods, and reuse patterns. 4) Survivor selection: Chromosomes with better fitness survive and will be involved in the evolution in the next generation, whereas those with less fitness are discarded. The selection rate to survive is denoted as β so that only the best N sur = β · N pop chromosomes survive after evaluation, and the rest of the chromosomes are discarded to make room for the new offspring. 5) Mate selection: Two mates (chromosomes) are selected from the mating pool of N sur chromosomes to produce two new offspring. We apply the most commonly used mate-selection scheme in GA applications: Roulette wheel selection [22] , where the survival chromosome is chosen to be one of the parents with the probability
where S Ω (Υ k , G k ) is the fitness value for the particular chromosome Υ k . Roulette wheel selection emulates the survival of the fittest mechanism in nature, where the fitter chromosome (to have good genes to survive) will have a higher chance to be selected to create offspring. The offspring that inherits good genes from parents may have a higher probability of survival in the subsequent generation. 6) Crossover: After two distinct chromosomes (mates) are selected, a crossover is performed to produce two new offspring. The uniform crossover is adopted in this paper, where for each gene in offspring, it is randomly decided whether to interchange information between the two mates [22] , [23] . In addition, in a real-valued encoding scheme, a small zero-mean random perturbation is suggested to add to each gene of the offspring [24] to prevent the evolutions being dominated by a few genes. In our method, the Gaussian variable with variance equal to a grid length is used as the perturbation. Sufficient offspring are produced until the total number of survivors and offspring is equal to N pop . The new population is then involved in the next step evolution. 7) Mutation: In addition to the crossover, mutation is another way to force GA to explore other areas of the solution space to avoid overly fast converging into a local optimum. A mutation probability P mut is set to determine whether a gene is mutated or not. For the case of no intracell frequency reuse, the coordinate of the RS (the gene) is randomly regenerated for each mutation. For the case of intracell frequency reuse, on the other hand, the mutation is done with half a chance to regenerate the RS's coordinate and with the other half to swap the coordinate with one randomly chosen from other reuse groups in the cell. This design maintains the genetic diversity and usually leads a faster convergence to the optimum result. In the proposed GA-based optimization, the computational complexity is dominated by the complexity in evaluating the objective function in (10) , which has to be evaluated N pop times in each iteration. Furthermore, the computational complexity of (10) is of O((N + 1) · N grid · K), where N grid is the number of partitioned grids in a cell because the radio link information (spectrum efficiency, consumed bandwidth, received SINR, etc.) has to be calculated between RS (BS) and MS, which is located at one of the grids in the cell. Therefore, the total complexity of the proposed method is O(N ite ·N pop ·(N +1)· N grid ·K), where N ite is the number of iterations in GA.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In our numerical results, the cell radius is set to be 1400 m, the cell is divided into grids with each side equal to 20 m, and all stations (BS, RSs, and MS) are located at the gridintersection points. Four system configurations will be considered, including FBA with SE-based path selection (FBA-SE), FBA with SINR-based path selection (FBA-SINR), FTA with SE-based path selection (FTA-SE), and FTA with SINR-based path selection (FTA-SINR). All of the results are obtained for AWGN channels with w t = 1 Hz per unit area for FBA and t t = 1 b/s per unit area for FTA. In addition, S edge = 0.5 (b/s/Hz) for all results unless otherwise specified, and N i = N ∀i. In GA, clearly, the control parameters, such as initial population, survivor-selection scheme, mutation probability, crossover mechanism, etc., affect the convergence of GA. To the best of our knowledge, the conditions for GAs to converge have been proved only for the binary encoding type of GAs with infinite iteration number by using Markov chain models [25] , [26] . For the case of finite iteration number and/or integer or real encoding, the convergence of the algorithm is still an open problem. In this paper, instead of using an analytical approach, extensive simulations are employed to look at the convergence issue. As shown in Section IV-A, the convergence of the proposed GA is quite insensitive to the control parameters (N pop , β, P mut ) if they are selected to within a proper range of values. In all our simulations, N pop = 200, β = 0.5, and P mut = 0.05. In addition, the number of iterations of GA depends on the number of RSs involved; more generations are needed for a larger number of RSs. Fig. 5 illustrates how RSs are placed in an optimal way and how they can improve the SE and user throughput for FBA-SE. The BS is equipped with an omnidirectional antenna, and no frequency reuse and shadowing are considered. Fig. 5(a) shows the case of no RS (N = 0), where the maximum throughput is 23.37 b/s (per unit area) at the locations close to the BS, and the minimum throughput is 0.5 b/s at the cell vertices (as planned at the power setting of BS). Clearly, the achievable throughput rapidly decreases from the cell center to the edge due to path loss. Fig. 5(b) shows the case of two RSs, where the RSs are placed (after optimization) on the lines connecting the cell center and two vertices of the hexagonal cell at distance of 680 m from BS. As can be seen, user throughput is significantly improved at close proximity of RSs. Note that the optimal placement of RSs is not unique in this case; as long as RSs are placed on the lines connecting the cell center and any two of the vertices at the same distance from the BS, the system performance is the same. Fig. 5(c) illustrates the case of six RSs. Again, RSs are placed on the lines connecting the cell center and vertices, and all of them locate on the ring with distance of about 680 m from BS. As the number of RS increases, however, the optimal RS locations may split into more than one ring, as one might expect. Fig. 5(d) is such an example with 14 RSs.
A. Single Cell
Table I(a) summarizes the important system parameters for FBA-SE, including the service area ratio of BS and RSs, the bandwidth allocation ratio for the BS-MS link, the BS-RS and RS-MS links, and the system SE. As shown, the system SE is significantly improved with the deployment of RSs, which is around 4.23% for each addition of RS when N ≤ 6. The improvement becomes smaller, however, as the number of RSs is larger than 6, where RSs begin to compete with each other for serving MS rather than to compete with BS. Fig. 6 shows the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the user throughput for different N . Clearly, the percentage of user with low throughput decreases as N increases. In other words, the achievable data rate is distributed more uniformly over the cell. In addition, it is observed that the improvement becomes smaller when N ≥ 10. Fig. 7 shows simulations to illustrate the convergence behavior of the proposed GA for FBA-SE with N = 6. As can be seen, the convergence of the proposed GA algorithm is quite insensitive to the control parameters (N pop , β, P mut ) if they are selected to within a proper range of values. In addition, we investigate the convergence behavior for the fixed set of control parameters (N pop = 200, β = 0.5, P mut = 0.05) under different initial populations (seeds). For example, for FBA-SE (N = 6), our result shows that with a total number of 50 runs, the empirical mean and standard deviation of the reached values are 3.432926 and 3.9e-5, respectively. This says that the proposed GA algorithm converges very well in this case. Similar convergence behaviors are observed for different system setups.
As for FBA-SINR, the optimal RSs are placed in a similar way to FBA-SE, except that the RSs are generally a bit farther from BS than that of FBA-SE. Table I (b) shows a summary of important system parameters. Somewhat surprisingly, FBA-SINR performs very close to that of FBA-SE with respect to system SE after optimization with GA. The reason is that for a large proportion of two-hop users, the BS-RS link is much better than the RS-MS links due to the LOS condition in the BS-RS link, and when S B i →R i,j ( m) is much greater than S R i,j →M ( m), the SE-based path selection degenerates to the SINR-based path selection, as can be seen in (9) . Note that the SINR-based path selection is much simpler to implement than the SE-based path selection. Fig. 8 shows the complementary cdf of bandwidth consumption for FTA-SE. As can be seen, the percentage of high bandwidth consumption is reduced as the number of RSs increases. Table I (c) summarizes the important parameters for FTA-SE, and those for FTA-SINR are summarized in Table I (d), wherē w is the average bandwidth consumption. Again, FTA-SINR performs close to FTA-SE. Fig. 9 compares the system SE of the four system configurations. As can be seen, the system SE of FTA is much less than that of FBA in all cases. To explain this, consider a system with m users who have the link SE of s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s m , ∀ s i ≥ 0, respectively. For FBA, the system SE is given by the 
The equality holds if and only if s 1 = s 2 = · · · = s m ; a condition does not hold in our cases. Note that the harmonic mean is dominated by the smallest s i . In other words, the system capacity may significantly be lowered if a fixed throughput is to be maintained for those users in a bad channel condition, that is, uniform data rate coverage comes at a large expense on system capacity.
1) Frequency Reuse Over RS-MS Links:
To better utilize the radio resource, frequency reuse over the RS-MS links is explored here. The case of six RSs is taken as an example with the following reuse patterns, G = {G 1 , G 2 , G 3 , G 4 , G 5 , G 6 },  G ={G 1 , G 2 , G 3 }, G ={G 1 , G 2 }, and G ={G 1 }, where each reuse group has equal number of RSs. Fig. 10 depicts the throughput distribution of FBA-SE. Circles with the same letter indicate the service area of RSs in the same reuse groups. Again, RSs are placed on the line connecting the cell center to six vertexes of the cell, with the RSs in the same reuse group being pulled away as far as possible. In the fully reuse case, as shown in Fig. 10(d) , severe interference leads to a shrinking of the service area of RSs. With respect to system SE, the reuse cases always outperform the no reuse cases, as shown in Fig. 11 , where the reuse pattern G = {G 1 , G 2 } gives the highest SE. In addition, it is very interesting to see that SINR-based path selection has a higher SE than SE-based path selection for both FBA and FTA in the frequency-reuse cases. This can be attributed to the fact that RSs always have a larger service area with the SINR-based path selection, which leads to a larger bandwidth saving in the frequency-reuse case. Table II summarizes the important system parameters for four different system configurations. Note that, in this example, the reuse pattern G = {G 1 , G 2 , G 3 } gives the largest service area of RS, whereas G = {G 1 , G 2 } gives the highest system SE, that is, there is a tradeoff between MAI and frequency reuse.
2) Shadowing Effects: In this section, an example is given to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method in a shadowed environment. First, we show how the shadowing effect degrades the system performance under the same power setup criteria in Section IV-A. The simplified shadow model in Fig. 3 is adopted with four obstacles (of length 800 m) centered at (0, ±750) and (±750, 0). Two sets of shadowing loss δ = 10 dB and δ = 20 dB are considered [see (3)]. In Fig. 12(a) and (c), the achievable throughput in the shadowed area is relatively low, as one might expect. Then, four RSs are deployed into the cell. FBA-SE is considered in this case. The optimization algorithm suggests that RS should be placed at (0, ±760) and (±760, 0), which are right behind the four obstacles. The throughput enhancement is shown in Fig. 12(b) and (d) for δ = 10 dB and δ = 20 dB, respectively. In Fig. 12(b) , in addition to serving the severely shadowed area, RSs also provide service to small fractions of the area across the obstacle, where the throughput provided by RSs is higher than that by BS. In Fig. 12(d) , we can see that this area is reduced as the shadowing loss increases. As can be seen, in a relay-assisted cellular system, the shadowing effects can largely be removed by deploying RSs.
3) Sectorization: In this section, we investigate how RSs are placed and how they can improve the system performance when the BS is equipped with a sectored antenna. A three-sector antenna is employed with the antenna pattern given in (4) . FTA-SE is taken as an example. In the sectorized cell, the power of the BS is set to achieve the targeted SE S edge = 0.5 b/s/Hz for users at the worst locations, which are the cell vertices on the sector boundary. Notice that with this power setting, the users at the cell vertices in the antenna-bearing direction can enjoy higher SE. Fig. 13(a) shows the distribution of bandwidth consumption for achieving t t = 1 b/s (per unit area) with no RS in the cell. As can be seen, users at the cell vertices on the sector boundary need 2 Hz to support the targeted throughput, whereas users at the cell vertices in the antenna bearing direction only need 0.5 Hz. The system SE S Ω in this case is 2.92 b/s/Hz. Fig. 13(b)-(d) shows the results for using three RSs. No frequency reuse over the RS-MS links is considered. Fig. 13(b) shows the optimal RS positions and the distribution of bandwidth consumption for S edge = 0.5 b/s/Hz for RSs. As expected, RSs tend to assist the relatively low link SE areas. That is, RSs are placed on the sector boundaries to reduce the overall bandwidth consumption. From our numerical results, RSs serve about 13% of the total area, and S Ω is 3.32 b/s/Hz, which is a 14% improvement as compared with the case in Fig. 13(a) . Fig. 13(c) and (d) shows the results for S edge = 1.0 b/s/Hz and S edge = 1.5 b/s/Hz for RSs, respectively. Again, RSs are placed on the sector boundaries to enhance the system SE. In these cases, RSs provide 22% and 30% of the service area, and S Ω are increased to 3.61 and 3.83 b/s/Hz, respectively.
B. Multicell
In this section, we use an example to illustrate how the joint optimization is done over multiple cells. We consider the cell structure of (3, 3, 3) (see Fig. 1 ), where a total of nine RSs are deployed in the cells Ω 1 , Ω 2 , and Ω 3 with three RSs for each cell. For BSs, the power is set to achieve S edge = 0.5 b/s/Hz for the users located at the cell vertices on the sector boundary, and for RSs, the setting is to achieve S edge = 1.0 b/s/Hz. The cochannel interference from the first-tier cochannel cells is taken into consideration. Fig. 14(a)-(c) shows the optimal placement of RSs and the distribution of bandwidth consumption in Ω 1 , Ω 2 , and Ω 3 , respectively, for FTA-SE. As expected, RSs are placed on the sector boundaries to best improve the SE, and the cells have a similar layout, where RSs in the same reuse group are placed as far apart as possible to reduce the cochannel interference. In addition, our numerical results show show the following: 1) RSs provide significant improvement with respect to system SE and user throughput over traditional cellular networks. 2) The uniformity of user data rate comes at the expense of a large loss in system SE when FTA is employed. 3) Somewhat surprisingly, the low-complexity SINRbased path selection performs nearly as well as the SE-based path selection for the no-reuse case, while it is slightly better in the frequency-reuse case.
APPENDIX
In this Appendix, we prove the following two lemmas that state the conditions for the best bandwidth allocation in a twohop path.
Lemma 1: For the FBA, the highest SE of a two-hop path is achieved with the following bandwidth allocation:
· w t (A.1) Since
(A.7)
The right side of (A.7) is obtained by setting α = 0 in (A.1) and (A.2), i.e.,
· w t (A.8)
With α = 0, we have the maximum throughput of the twohop path as
(A.10)
Lemma 2: For the FTA, the highest SE of a two-hop path to achieve the target throughput t t is obtained with the following bandwidth allocation: 
The proof immediately follows from (A.13) and (A.14).
